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Abstract: A multi Agent System may be seen as a collection of 

collaborative agents. They can communicate and cooperate with 

other agents, while keeping their identity unique. They usually 

negotiate with their peer to reach mutually acceptable agreements 

during cooperative problem solving. Brainstorming optimization 

(BSO) algorithms was developed by Madison Avenue and 

published it in his 1953 book named Applied Imagination. Those 

algorithms can further be optimized not just for humans but with 

Multi Agent System. These algorithms can be used to decrease the 

difference between the problem solving skills of humans and AI. 

The conventional protocols can be replaced for finding the 

optimum solution according to all the agents defined in MAS. As 

all type of human to machine conversations are A to B 

conversations and machine can only reply to the human but lacks 

the true interaction. So algorithms should be designed for 

machines to have interaction in machine to machine or we can say 

AI to AI.  

A communication model should be designed between multiple 

AI or multi agent AI, so that they can communicate in real time. 

That communication model should be SI (Swarm Intelligent) 

because that communication should have human traits. 

 

Index Terms: AI, BSO (Brainstorming Optimization), 

Multi-agent, SI, Swarm Intelligence 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Optimization of a system is concerned with finding the “best” 

solution(s) for a given problem. In a swarm intelligence 

algorithm, each individual represents a solution in the search 

space. On the basis of competition and cooperation among 

individuals, they are guided towards the better and better 

search areas until a stopping condition is met. Every swarm 

intelligence should have two major abilities: capability 

learning and capacity developing. The capability learning 

focuses on the search for single point based optimization 

algorithms from the current solution, while the capacity 

developing focuses on moving the algorithm’s search to the 

area where higher search potential may exist.  

The capacity developing is a top-level learning methodology, 

it describes the learning ability of an algorithm to adaptively 

change its structures, parameters. The capacity learning finds 
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better solutions from current solutions with the learning 

capacity it possesses. 

An algorithm in swarm intelligence which is promising is 

called Brain Storm Optimization (BSO) which was proposed 

in. It is based on the behavior of human being, i.e. the 

brainstorming process. The solutions in BSO are separated 

into several clusters. The new generated solutions are 

obtained by combining two individuals or by mutating one 

individual. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

The need for studies in AI is being motivated via elements 

which can be (i) to offer the brand new entrants into the AI 

field and to know the primary structure of the AI literature 

(Brooks (2001), Gamberger and Lavrac (2002), Kim (1995), 

Kim and Kim (1995), Patel-Schneider and Sebastiani (2003) 

and Zanuttini (2003)). As such, the literature discussed right 

here solutions the commonplace question, “why have to I 

look at AI?” (ii) the upsurge of hobby in AI that has brought 

about an accelerated hobby and large investments in AI 

facilities. 

Swarm intelligent algorithms are population primarily based 

and are developed under the umbrella of evolutionary 

computation. Individuals of populace cooperate among 

themselves and statistically become better and better over 

generations and subsequently discover (a) desirable sufficient 

answer(s) [1]. Swarm intelligence structures are populace 

primarily based however not all populace based systems are 

shrewd. it is quite ideal to mimic the swarm conduct of bugs, 

birds, and many others. to form a smart swarm dynamic 

machine [five].   A nation of the artwork research fashion in 

swarm intelligence is on hybrid algorithms. basically it’s a 

very easy concept. A swarm intelligence set of rules is mixed 

with different swarm, evolutionary or traditional algorithms 

for green and powerful hassle solving [1]. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The traditional AI system present although smart cannot be 

compared to the neurotic functioning of the human brain, as 

of now we still cannot replicate the decision making of the 

human brain. 

As the requires many test cases, to process the those test cases 

uses simple ternary or looping to reach the decision. 

However, this is not the optimal way of reaching a solution. It 

requires a large number of test cases, but the number of test 

cases it can process are limited. We can increase the number 

of test cases and complexity of the decision making due to the 

nesting ternary operations. 
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AI used nowadays can also be called weak AI, as it cannot  

give new ideas, or do higher level of thinking on complex 

problems, as a human brain can do. It performs simple tasks 

which are automated solutions present in the program. 

It can be further upgraded and worked on so that it can on par 

with the human brain however as of now it only gives an 

illusion of higher level of thinking. 

During a brain storming session, new ideas are welcomed. 

Thus, for getting a proper communication for brain storming 

session between AI(s).When we talk to each other saying the 

same type of sentence of not much common because of the 

human nature of not repeating the same sentence. If one is 

communicating in active form later he might be using passive 

form or by using other words. When Multi agents 

communicate and settles on a result that is accepted by all 

agents that result is shown. 

 

FIGURE NO-1 

So each time if AI communicate with human it can’t store 

all of those results so that next time it compares with that and 

give different output.   

 
FIGURE NO-2 

So getting the results from the AI should have some random 

algorithms as getting the same result in real time is not 

acceptable, there can be two different results i.e data based 

result and qualitative. If the result is quantitative then the most 

favorable result selected by the multi agents is displayed. The 

produced result with the acceptance percentage is made into 

clusters and then out of the cluster a random option is selected. 

For a brain storming session new ideas are welcomed thus 

if a brain storming session is held between multiple agents it 

should have a record of having relevant keywords each time a 

keyword is used then its usage index increases by a value thus 

we can set a threshold for specific keywords. 

Communication between a human and an AI will always be 

A->B communication as AI always works on 

acknowledgement of the human interaction so each time the 

communication is initiated by the human then the result is 

produced by the AI. 

III. SWARM INTELLIGENCE 

    Swarm intelligence is an advance form of Artificial 

intelligence developed by giving the special traits to artificial 

intelligence which is more like biological traits such as 

humans, bees etc. A Swarm is a collection of thousands of 

different results which are combined to form a single result 

but these results are more like discussion and it reflects robust 

group behavior. Thus, a communication model can be used to 

make a AI interaction as SI interaction. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The introduced communication model increases the 

efficiency of getting the AI results as SI results, it follows  the 

humsn tendencies of communication , During the cluster 

formation sometimes the efficiency goes down by a little 

which represents a bit of human nature I,e inconsistency . 

This method uses clusters instead of storing the record of 

each and every string, the stored cluster contains the data and 

these data are selected at random which also helps in ensuring 

the efficiency of data storage capacity. The project not only 

uses fixed or a selected or stored strings it communicates with 

the help stored keywords. with each time using a keyword the 

project provides it with a numeric increase and while forming 

next string it tries to use the keywords with minimum 

number. Thus this communication model provides better user 

experience while the communication with AI and 

communication between AI. 
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